
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for an engineer safety. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for engineer safety

Work through others to provide timely resolutions for health and safety
concerns by defining the issue, work with stakeholders in establishing action
plans and priorities, expediting repair and providing technical assistance
where needed
Aids plant/site in the prevention of serious injury by reviewing conditions with
operations, maintenance and engineering in the issuance of permits for hot
work, confined space entry, excavation, and emergency bypass
Work with supervision to ensure HazCom requirements are implemented and
followed to protect employees by monitoring exposure to hazardous
chemicals, specifying personal protective equipment and defining
engineering controls through the practice of effective hazard assessments
Collaborate with Human Resources in development of health and safety
training to support the onboarding process through site awareness training
for newly hired employees prior to them being released into the work place
Advise operations trainers in the development of health and safety training
for employees and audit the training materials to ensure they meet regulatory
requirements and meet corporate guidance for specific topics
Assist in the avoidance of radiation exposures to employees by working with
RSO to ensure evaluation of equipment, leak testing, and proper disposal of
sources occurs per the site radiation control plan
Coordinate health and safety, first aid and CPR training is conducted to
ensure adequate numbers of first responders are trained and able to provide
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Be a resource for incident investigations to identify root causes of near
misses, injuries and property damage to prevent future events of the same
nature
To manage and generate System Safety Assessments (Functional Hazard
Assessment/System Safety Assessment) to support any continuous
development activity
To manage and perform Common Cause Analysis (Particular Risk Analysis,
Zonal Safety Analysis and Common Mode Analysis) to support any continuous
development activity

Qualifications for engineer safety

Experience in conducting thorough root cause analysis to ensure root cause is
identified and eliminated in response to any safety-related incident is
required
Working knowledge of basic industrial hygiene principles is required
Ability to express ideas clearly and concisely is required
Experience in construction safety is preferred
US citizenship or Permanent US status is required
Minimum of 4 years’ experience in refinery and petrochemical industries


